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reveals the creative ferment work-
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PAPERBACKS AND SPECIAL ISSUES

• PANIKKAR AT SANTA BARBARA: Symposium with Cousins, Capps, Slater, Nelson,
Coward, Podgorski, and Panikkar, $2.50.

D EMANUEL MOUNIER: The Spoil of the Violent, a response to Nietzsche, plus
"Christian Faith and Civilization," from Cross Currents, Vol. 1, No. 1, $2.50.

• SALLY CUNNEEN: A Contemporary Meditation on the Everyday God, $3.95.

• The Good Red Road: Native American wisdom, Birmingham, Gunn, Berry, Hobday,
St. Hilaire, $1.75.

• FREDERICK FRANCK: An Encounter with Oomoto, a faith rooted in mysticism and
the traditional arts of Japan, $2.50.

• Learning from Africa: Articles by Mbiti, Shorter, Maruzi, Walshe, et al., $1.75.

• EUGENE FONTINELL: Toward a Reconstruction of Religion.
"One of the most cogent and stimulating essays in the philosophy of religion that I

have read in quite some time." —Commonweal
"A very good book... thorough, integrated, irenic, free of jargon, modest in its

claims and balanced in its judgments." — The Christian Century
"An important and original book." —Theological Studies

$5.95 paperback; $3.95 with subscription.
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. . . starting from a fundamental option for the poor

THE POWER OF THE POOR
IN HISTORY
by Gustavo Gutierrez
Preface by Robert McAfee Brown

"This is a people's theology, not a text-
book theology. . . created by the vic-
tims, the poor, the oppressed. . . spring-
ing up out of the poverty, the oppression,
the heartrendering conditions under
which the great majority of Latin Ameri-
cans live."—ROBERT McAFEE BROWN

"He is the first person in modern history
to re-actualize the great Christian themes
of theology, starting from a fundamental
option for the poor."
—EDWARD SCHILLEBEECKX

272 pages Paper $10.95

IRRUPTION OF THE THIRD
WORLD
Challenge to Theology
Virginia Fabella and Sergio Torres, eds.

This valuable documentary resource
contains the papers of the 1981 New
Delhi Conference of the Ecumenical
Association of Third World Theologians.
Topics covered: The Place on Non-
Christian Religions and Cultures in the
Evolution of third World Theology;
Reflections from Asia, Africa, Latin
America; U.S. Blacks; Third World
Women; and many others.

304 pages Paper $10.95

GALILEAN JOURNEY
The Mexican American Promise
by Virgil Elizondo
The author offers a profound rereading
of the gospel from the Mexican Ameri-
can margin of U.S. history. "There is no
more credible and authentic voice to
speak it than Virgil Elizondo."
—THOMAS HGROOME

144 pages Paper $6.95

HUMAN RIGHTS
A Dialogue Between the First and
Third Worlds
by Robert and Alice Evans

"This is the best volume of human rights
for teaching that I have seen, and one
most provocative for the church's mis-
sion. The superb case studies and com-
mentaries from around the world render
it simultaneously global, ecumenical and
concrete." —LARRY RASMUSSEN

272 pages Paper $9.95

CHRIST IN A PONCHO
Witnesses to the Nonviolent
Struggles in Latin America
by Adolfo Perez Esquivel
"Christ in a Poncho offers an invaluable
introduction to nonviolence in Latin
America... the very concrete case his-
tories underscore the urgency and diffi-
culty of the nonviolent witness in that be-
leaguered region."—RICHARD A. CHARTER

Adolfo Perez Esquivel was awarded the
1980 Nobel Peace Prize.

160 pages Paper $6.95

THE LORD'S PRAYER
by Leonardo Boff
"Boff unpacks the Lord's Prayer so that
its imperative for social as well as per-
sonal transformation is made clear. . .
Every priest and minister and spiritual
guide would benefit from reading this
bOOk." —ROBERT RAINES

144 pages Paper $6.95

BIBLICAL FOUNDATIONS FOR
MISSION
by Donald Senior and
Carroll Stuhlmueller
Two contemporary scripture scholars
offer a complete analysis of the Bible
from the perspective of mission. They
trace the dynamics of Israel's relation to
the Gentiles, the early Christian's procla-
mation of the Gospel to the Gentiles, and
the acceptance of the concept of univer-
sal mission by the church.
368 pages Cloth $25.00 Paper $14.95

At bookstores, or from the publisher

ORBIS BOOKS
Mary knoll, NY 10545
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Studies Review
A publication like Religions Studies Review has been needed for
a long time in our field. We now have in the Review a
thoroughly responsible organ dedicated to reviewing the criti-
cal books in the field of religion and related disciplines—it is
high time and manv of us are very, very grateful for it.

Sally McFague, Dean, Vanderbilt Divinity School

Religious Studies Review is a sign of maturity in the discipline,
and a guide to the wealth of resources now available. Its
scholarly approach and critical stance provide perspective in
an area tempted to live beyond its means.

Joseph C. McLelland, Dean, Faculty of Religions Studies
McGill University

Religious Studies Review dramatically documents the extent to which Ameri-
can scholarship in religion has come of age after having achieved corporate
self-consciousness only so recently. In the Review Essays each issue of RSR
bristles with material relevant for anyone concerned with religious studies in
its wider scope, while the Notes on Recent Publications, organized according
to topic areas, provide prompt contact with the stream of books and mono-
graphs that continue to emerge from presses throughout the world. The
listing of recently completed Dissertations in Religion is an added bonus.

Robert A. Kraft, Chairperson, Department of Religious Studies
University of Pennsylvania

I have become an enthusiastic, regular reader of Religious Studies Review. It
keeps me abreast of scholarly developments and current literature in my
own and in other fields in a helpful, readable way.

Robert T. Handy, Academic Dean and Professor of Church History
Union Seminary, New York, and Adjunct Professor of Religion
Columbia University

Annual Subscription Rates
Individuals belonging to member societies of the CSR: $12.00
Others (including institutions): $18.00
Make checks payable to Council on the Study of Religion, and mail
to Council on the Study of Religion, Wilfrid Laurier University,
Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3C5
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Contemporary
Theology...
WHO IS THIS CHRIST?
Gospel Christology and
Contemporary Faith
By REGINALD H. FULLER and PHEME
PERKINS. This collaboration between Regin-
ald Fuller, an Anglican, and Pheme Perkins, a
Roman Catholic, is an enlightening overview of
traditional and contemporary Christology de-
bates. Contemporary theological reflection is
brought to bear on the interpretation of New
Testament texts. $8.95 paper

STRANGE TALES
ABOUT JESUS
A Survey of Unfamiliar Gospels
By PER BESKOW. Essene brother, traveler to
India, vegetarian, nature healer and magician-
varying images of Jesus from the many modern
apocrypha are examined here by an outstanding
Swedish scholar. $6.95 paper

POWER IN
WEAKNESS
New Hearing for Gospel Stories
of Healing and Disciple ship
By FREDERICK HOUK BORSCH. Focusing on
the primacy of these model stories for practical
theological understanding, this book seeks to bring
the insights of historical-critical study and the
imaginative intellect into creative interplay
through a study of nine New Testament stories.
$8.95 paper

ANCIENT MYTHS
AND BIBLICAL
FAITH
Scriptural Transformations
By FOSTER R. McCURLEY. Tracing the development"
of three mythological themes found in religious literature—the conflict
between the god of order and the chaos of the sea, the rhythm of fertility and
sterility in terms of divine and human sexuality, and that quality of space known as
the sacred mountain—this book provides a basis for a discussion about the
relationship between myth and history. $11.95 paper

At bookstores, call 1-800-FORTRESS, or write

FORTRESS PRESS
2900 Queen Lane, Philadelphia, Pa. 19129
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Spirituality and Social Justice

Social Analysis
Linking Faith and Justice
Revised and Enlarged Edition
JOE HOLLAND &
PETER HENRIOT, S.J.
In its first edition, Social Analysis sold
nearly 50,000 copies and was used in
workshops, classrooms, study
groups, and seminars around the
world.

"What is the practical meaning of the
shift to the Left in Catholic social teach-
ing over the last ten years? Social
Analysis: Linking Faith and Justice
answers this question. It introduces
the reader to a critical perspective on
American society and to a clearer un-
derstanding of the concrete demands
of social justice." — GREGORY BAUM

144 pages Paper $5.95

Ownership: Early
Christian Teaching
CHARLES AVILA

"Charles Avila's important retrieval of
patristic texts reminds us that the 'op-
tion for the poor' is not a new theologi-
cal fad, but an ancient Christian
legacy." —JOE HOLLAND

"This book is a rich anthology of a
stream of Christianity which offers a
striking vision of what the Redemption
ought to imply normatively for a Chris-
tian-inspired organization of econom-
ic and social life. Prophetic reminders
of basic truths about wealth and pov-
erty are never out of date."

— DENIS GOULET

"It should be read in every sociology
as well as every economics class."

— MSGR. JOHN J.EGAN
240 pages Paper $9.95

At bookstores,
or from the publisher

ORBIS BOOKS
Maryknoll, NY 10545

Of War and Love
DOROTHEE SOLLE

"Of War and Love is a book like a ban-
ner, a book like a broadsheet.
Dorothee Solle is that rare human: a
theologian who is not afraid to be loud
and faithful and lucid about unmen-
tionable topics. Her theology is an out-
cry against Death the Unmentionable,
i.e., against nuclear war and the ills
that make the final illness inevitable.
So crying out, she helps us render
death vincible—a rare and holy deed,
a liturgy on behalf of all."

— DANIEL BERRIGAN, S.J
192 pages Paper $7.95

Option for the Poor
A Hundred Years of Vatican
Social Teaching
DONAL DORR

Donal Dorr carefully examines the
social teaching of the Catholic Church
over the past hundred years in order
to find out what Church leaders have
to say about poverty and social in-
justice. He makes a thorough and
balanced study of the teaching of
popes, councils and synods—and
shows that the notion of an 'option for
the poor' has a solid traditional basis.

Option for the Poor is an original,
balanced and timely study which gets
behind the prejudices of current con-
troversy about liberation theology.

304 pages Paper $ 11.95
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Contemporary
Theology...
WHO IS THIS CHRIST?
Gospel Christology and
Contemporary Faith
By REGINALD H. FULLER and PHEME
PERKINS. This collaboration between Regin-
ald Fuller, an Anglican, and Pheme Perkins, a
Roman Catholic, is an enlightening overview of
traditional and contemporary Christology de-
bates. Contemporary theological reflection is
brought to bear on the interpretation of New
Testament texts. $8.95 paper

STRANGE TALES
ABOUT JESUS
A Survey of Unfamiliar Gospels
By PER BESKOW. Essene brother, traveler to
India, vegetarian, nature healer and magician-
varying images of Jesus from the many modern
apocrypha are examined here by an outstanding
Swedish scholar. $6.95 paper

FAITH PASSAGES
AND PATTERNS
By THOMAS A. DROEGE. Drawing on both
theological and psychological insights, this work
provides the reader with a variety of resources for
reflection on stages of faith and the nurture of faith
in transitions. (A Lead Book—Group Leader Guide
available) $3.95 paper

REVELATION
FOR TODAY
Images of Hope
By RICHARD L. JESKE. In contrast to
sensation-seeking authors who use the Book
of Revelation to incite anxiety in the present
and fear about the future, Richard L. Jeske
emphasizes the message of hope and en-
couragement which John of Patmos of-
fered his readers. $6.95 paper

At bookstores, call 1-800-FORTRESS, or write

FORTRESS PRESS
2900 Queen Lane, Philadelphia. Pa. 19129
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Journal of Religion & Science
Editorial Office • Rollins College • Winter Park, Florida 32789

Zygon represents a unique attempt to address problems concerning the meaning and purposes of human life
in terms of contemporary scientific understandings. At a time when "facts" and "values" have become
dangerously disjoined, Zygon seeks a symbiotic unification of the two, a "yoking" (zygon) necessary if
human civilization is to survive and evolve in a scientific-technological age.

DECEMBER 1982
Scientific and Religious Universes of Discourse • Bruce B. Wavell

Is Science the Only Way to Truth? . Richard Schlegel

Senses of Reality in Science and Religion: A Neuroepistemological Perspective
• Eugene G. d'Aquili
Religion and an Evolutionary Theory of Knowledge • Karl E. Peters

REVIEWS OF The Spiritual Nature of Man, Alister Hardy; The Analogical
Imagination, David Tracy; The Texture of Knowledge, James W. Jones

MARCH 1983
Creation and Evolution: Another Round in an Ancient Struggle • Lenn E.
Goodman and Madeleine J. Goodman

Religious Metaphors: Mediators between Biological and Cultural Evolution
that Generate Transcendent Meaning • Earl R. MacCormac

Free Will Has a Neural Substrate: Critique of Jospeh E. Rychlak's Discovering
Free Will and Personal Responsibility • Robert B. Glassman

The Rebirth of Meaning: A Human Problem • Frederick Sontag

REVIEWS OF Economics, Ecology, Ethics: Essays Toward a Steady-State
Economy, Herman E. Daly; Anthropology and the Old Testament, J.W. Rogerson;
Myth, Creativity, Psychoanalysis, ed. Maynard Solomon; The Human Reflex:
Behavioral Psychology in Biblical Perspective, Roger K. Bufford; The Edge of
Contingency: French Catholic Reactions to Scientific Change from Darwin to
Duhem, Harry W. Paul; Interpretive Theories of Religion, Donald A. Crosby.

Journal of Religion & Science
ORDER FORM: Type or Print Clearly:

Address Zip

Check appropriate box(es)
n Institutions - $22.00 per year O Individuals - $17.00 per year D Students - $12.00 per year (when verified by professor) -
Outside United States add $1.50 per year to cover postage.

Make remittances payable in US dollars to: Council on the Study of Religion
Send to: Zygon - Box 2764K - Rollins College - Winter Park, Florida 32789
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Third World Theology

Minjung Theology
People as the Subjects
of History
Edited by the Commission on
Theological Concerns of the
Christian Conference of Asia
"Minjung theology of South Korea is
one of the most creative theologies
emerging from the political struggles
of Third World peoples. A people
whose identity is defined by Jesus'
cross in the struggle for freedom will
be encouraged by reading this vol-
ume."— JAMES H. CONE

224pp. Paper $9.95

The Sons of the Gods
and the Daughters
of Men
An Afro-Asiatic
Interpretation of
Genesis 1-11
MODUPE ODUYOYE
Oduyoye knows the rules of biblical
criticism set down by the scholars of
Europe and North America, and he
draws upon them to good effect. Yet
when he chooses to read the Hebrew
Bible through the eyes of African crea-
tion myth and with the tongue of the
Hamitic language group, the effect is
extraordinary. "Oduyoye persuasively
shows that the exquisite sensitivity of
African religion to the realm of the
spirit is a living witness to a biblical
consciousness much richer and more
pluralistic than we had realized."

—W. SIBLEYTOWNER

160pp. Paper $12.95

At bookstores,
or from the publisher

ORBIS BOOKS
Maryknoll, NY 10545

The Power of the Poor
in History
GUSTAVO GUTIERREZ
"This is a people's theology, not a text-
book theology. . . created by the vic-
tims, the poor, the oppressed. . .
springing up out of the poverty, the
oppression, the heartrending condi-
tions under which the great majority of
Latin Americans live."—From the
Preface by ROBERT MCAFEE BROWN

240 pages Paper $10.95

God So Loved
the Third World
The Bible, the Reformation,
and Liberation Theologies
THOMAS D. HANKS
"Thomas Hanks' excellent little book
is biblically solid, theologically sound
and politico-socially perceptive."
—JACQUES ELLUL

176pp. Paper $8.95

The Idols of Death
and the God of Life:
A Theology
PABLO RICHARD, ef a/.
"There is a seismic shift taking place in
the foundations of theology, and its
epicenter is Latin America. Liberation
theology is no fad, but a revolution in
the very terms of theological work.
Even where their way is not our way,
we need to listen to what they have
learned. These essays make an excel-
lent listening-post."—DR. WALTER WINK
Contributions by Richard, Croatto,
Pixley, Sobrino, Araya, Casanas,
Limon, Betto, Hinkelammert, and
Assmann.

256pp. Paper $12.95
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The Thought, the journey, the Kingdom

John S. Dunne
THE CHURCH OF THE
POOR DEVIL
Reflections on a Riverboat Voyage
and a Spiritual Journey

Recounting the story of two jour-
neys—one, his riverboat trip up the
Amazon; the other, his quest for a
greater understanding of the human
essence—Dunne produces a powerful
exploration of spiritual longing and
a compelling metaphor for Chris-
tianity. $6.95 pa.

Clyde Crews
ENGLISH CATHOLIC
MODERNISM
Maude Petre's Way of Faith

Crews examines the life and thought
of Maude Dominica Petre who,
after earning distinction as the only
woman among Catholic Modern-
ism's major English figures, outlived
the movement by three decades to
become its first historian and a
kindly critic. $16.95 cl.

Stanley Hauerwas
THE PEACEABLE
KINGDOM
A Primer in Christian Ethics

Hauerwas here presents an overall
introduction to the themes and
method that have distinguished his
vision of Christian ethics. Instead of
surveying ethical thinkers or quan-
daries, he develops one straight-
forward account of a Christian
ethic, systematically displaying ideas
introduced in his previous works
and emphasizing peaceableness as a
hallmark of Christian life. $7.95 pa.

Margaret Chatterjee
GANDHI'S RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT

Chatterjee, a leading Indian philos-
opher, explores the fundamental
influence of Hindu tradition and
religious culture on Gandhi's polit-
ical, economic and social visions.

$19.95 cl.

St. Thomas Aquinas
TREATISE ON HAPPINESS
translated by J ohn Oesterle

This translation presents in accu-
rate, consistent and contemporary
English the great-Christian thinker's
discussion of the nature and pursuit
of true happiness. $5.95 pa.

wri te to:

NOTRE DAME PRESS
Notre Dame, IN 46556
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